APPLE STAMP

SUPPLIES
- Apple (or similar fruit or vegetable, like a potato)
- Kitchen/paring knife (for grown up to use!)
- Paper
- Toothpick to mark inside of apple for shape (optional)

TRY IT OUT!
1. Grown-ups, cut the apple in half with a paring or kitchen knife.
2. If toothpick is available, your child can poke holes around the apple slice to create different patterns. You might further separate the halves into quarters or triangles.
3. Press the apple stamp on to white paper! Create different patterns and talk with your child about what you see!

LET'S TALK ABOUT IT!
Do you see any seeds in the stamp? Why do you think you see them?
What other fruits and vegetables can we try stamping?
What shapes and patterns do you see on the paper? What new patterns can we make?